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Releasing the 

Parking Brake 

by Engaging the 

Customer

Harnessing Parking to Create 

Competitive Advantage 

Through Vibrant Arrival and 

Departure Experiences



Key Concept:

Release the Parking Brake!



Presentation Overview – Key 

Concepts

• Creating Competitive 
Advantage

• It’s an Experience 
Economy

• Parking as “Preshow”

• Know the Main Stage

• Know Your Audience

• Set the Stage

• Script the Pre-Show

• Scripting is Critical

• Stage the Encore

• From Invisible to 

Extraordinary! 



Everyone has a parking story 

(and few are positive…)

• For years parking was viewed as a potential 

drag on business

• Parking conjured memories of strange 

smells, creepy corners, arbitrary rules and 

aggressive enforcement

• Our main goal? Remove negative cues 

and make parking invisible



Negative -> Neutral -> Positive

Lighting

Wayfinding
Automation

Placemaking

Amenities

Valet

Parking Guidance

Loyalty Programs

TDM



We need to make smart 

investments.

Which 

strategies will 

my customers 

or client reward 

me for?

What strategies will provide 
a competitive advantage?



Key Concept:

Create Competitive Advantage

Resources for continued learning:

• Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining                        

Superior Performance, Porter

• Creating Competitive Advantage, Smith

• “Blue Ocean Strategy,” Harvard Business Review, 

Kim & Mauborgne



How do businesses gain 

competitive advantage?

Achieved when a business differentiates 

itself from the competition by creating a 

favorable impression regarding:

• Environment

• Quality

• Cost

• Delivery (service)

The 
Competitive 
Advantage 
Process:

Identify the 
decision-
makers

Identify one or 
more of their 

needs/priorities 
that you can 

address

Focus on 
consistently
and uniquely 
meeting the 

need(s)



Customers Reward Need-based 

Differentiation

Differentiated

COMPETITIVE

POSITION

Undifferentiated

Relevant

to

NEEDS OF 

CUSTOMERS

Irrelevant

to

PRICING



Targeted Market Segments

Two key concepts related to creating 
competitive advantage for your downtown 
include:

• Identifying groups that can have a significant 
impact and 

• Understanding their key issues/concerns



Example: Women as a Targeted 

Demographic

• Statistics: Women account for 

85% of consumer purchases 

including everything from autos to 

healthcare:

• 91% of New Homes

• 66% PCs

• 92% Vacations

• 80% Healthcare

• 65% New Cars

• 89% Bank Accounts

• 93% Food

• Importance: American women 
spend about $5 trillion 
annually—over halve the US 
GDP

• Opportunity: Women have very 
specific concerns related to 
downtown parking. What if we 
designed our programs 
specifically to address these 
concerns?

Source: She-conomy.com // New book by David Feehan: “Design Downtowns for Women –

Men Will Follow”



Maslow’s Hierarchy of 

[Parking] Needs

Self-
Actualization

Esteem

Love and Belonging

Safety

Physiological Proximate parking meets the 

customers basic mobility need

Parking is fully-integrated with, positively reinforces, and 

extends the consumer’s experience

Extraordinary service helps the customer feel 

appreciated and valued

Inviting & engaging spaces help the customer 

feel welcomed and appreciated

Clean and safe facilities help the 

customer feel secure and confident



Most Customers View Parking 

as a Commodity

As a result, competitive advantage is often 

based solely on:

• Price (diminishes profits)

• Location (inflexible and typically diminishes 

profits)

• Avoidance of negative cues (limited 

opportunity)



Parking = 

Key Competitive Advantage

• Consumers’ primary interest is in the 

business, event, or other attractor that 

they are attending

• Enhancing that experience creates a 

“rising tide”

• Fully-integrated parking represents a 

way to add to the value of the 

consumer’s experience by leveraging 

existing resources rather than adding 

new ones



The Blue Oceans Strategy

Competing in overcrowded industries is no way to sustain 

high performance. The real opportunity is to create blue 

oceans of uncontested market space.



Key Concept:

It’s An Experience Economy

Resources for continued learning:

• The Experience Economy, Pine & Gilmore



The Experience Pyramid

Remember Maslow?

• Our potential 

business reward 

grows as we move 

beyond being a 

commodity to 

addressing higher 

level consumer 

needs.

• Experiences 

typically target 

needs for love, 

belonging, and 

esteem.

Determine and Guide Transformations

Depict and Stage Experiences

Devise and Deliver Services

Develop and Make Goods

Discover and Extract Commodities

$$$$$

$$$$

$$$

$$

$

Opportunity Business Strategy



Goods to 
possess

Consumer Preferences 

Have Changed

Experiences 
to share



Experientializing Goods and 

Services

Three Opportunities

• Embedding
How do we make parking an extension of the broader 

experience the customer has come to enjoy?

• Sensorializing
How do we use sight, sounds, and smells to create

a positive and memorable experience?

• Goods Clubs
How do we leverage parking to provide a sense

of exclusivity that feeds the need for 

belonging or esteem?



Experientializing Goods and 

Services

Five Key Experience-
Design Principles

• Theme the 
Experience

• Harmonize 
Impressions with 
Positive Cues

• Eliminate Negative 
Cues

• Mix In Memorabilia

• Engage All Five 
Senses



Key Concept:

Embedding Parking as Preshow

Resources for continued learning:

• Service Design: From Insight to Implementation, Polaine, Lovlie, & Reason



Parking as a Support Function

• Pine and Gilmore argue that “Work is Theatre and 

Every Business a Stage”

• Think of parking as the “House Management” we own 

the Pre-show and the Post-show or everything that 

happens before the curtain rises and after it falls



Key Concept:

Know the Main Stage Show



Know the Main Stage Show

We now live in an 

Experience 
Economy 
where people have shifted from
passive consumption to active participation.
-Pine & Gilmore

What kind of experience are you designing 

the preshow and post-show for?
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Know the Main Stage Show

Planning your preshow starts 

with understanding what 

you’re warming up the 

audience for





Know the Main Stage Show

Entertainment Education

Escape Estheticism

EXPERIENCE 
TYPES



Key Concept:

Know Your Audience

Resources for continued learning:

• Buyer Personas, Adele Revella



Conduct an Audience Analysis

• Who makes the decisions?

• What need are they trying 

to fulfill?

• Are age, experience, 

socioeconomic, or other 

demographic information 

factors 

to consider?

• Develop personas to test 

experiences. 



Developing Your Staging Plan

Develop Customer Profiles 

• Info to match parker needs to services provided

• Understand the wants and desires of your 

customers

• What role do they play in the market?

Visitors

• One-time or frequent •  Male or female

• Hourly / Transient • Length of stay

– Short-term •  VIPs

– All day

– Multi-day

– Week or more

• Individuals with disabilities

Internal Customers

• Boards

• Principals

• Senior management

• Middle management

• Staff

• Clerical

• Front-line



Key Concept:

Set the Stage

Resources for continued learning:
• Making Business Districts Work, Feit & Feehan



We have all the tools of the theatre. 

Use them to set your stage.

SETS



Test your Set Design

• Different characteristics are attractive 

to different parker groups

• Develop a profile for each facility

• List the characteristics of each facility

• Test your facilities using your customer personas



We have all the tools of the theatre. 

Use them to set your stage.

PROPS



We have all the tools of the theatre. 

Use them to set your stage.

COSTUME

S



Key Concept:

Script the Preshow

Resources for continued learning:
• The Disney Way, Capodagli & Jackson



Script the Preshow

• Use storyboarding 
or flowcharting to 
script the user 
experience

• Test experience with 
using consumer 
personas

• Integrate into 
training

• Improvisation within 
a framework



Key Concept:

Casting is Critical

Resources for continued learning:
• Hiring for Attitude, Murphy

• Disney U, Lipp

• The Talent Management Handbook, Berger & Berger

• Talent: Making People Your Competitive Advantage, Lawler & Ulrich



Directors Don’t Cast From Resumes

• Does the body language match the words?

• Ask that candidates “show, don’t tell.”
• What happens when

the consumer goes off 

script? Test critical 

thinking and the ability 

to co-create the 

experience

• Experience at the job 

tasks matters little 

when the job is in service 

versus production



Key Concept:

Stage the Encore



Stage the Encore

• Use sensory cues to 

extend 

the experience

• Cobranded memorabilia 

• Extend an invitation to 

return

• Thank you with verbal 

invitation

• Incentive to return



Concepts in Action

Example application in Parking, Business Districts, and other 

Service Industries.



Ann Arbor, MI

All are parking “users”, even those without cars.

Redefine the parking system: “everyone is a 
pedestrian”



Ann Arbor, MI

Rethink the design of parking facilities from 

the perspective of humans, not cars.



Boise, ID

• Wayfinding experience 

from beginning to end

• Quick access to 

parking information 

online and on-street

• Include parking 

messaging in all 

marketing
• “Don’t forget your first hour 

is free!”



Boise, ID

• Encourage pre-payment option 

for events

• Promote parking alongside 

events – reinforce the “how to 

get there” message

• Work with merchants to include 

parking information on their 

websites



Billings, MT

Land use drivers, 

cultural amenities, 

regional economy, 

oh my!



Billings, MT

• Stakeholder Concerns & Questions

o Need for a shared vision 

o Parking viewed as a major obstacle

o Too expensive

o Intimidating

o Complex – not user friendly

o Where will money for parking 

development/improvement come 

from?

o Negative parking perception



Billings, MT

• Time for Change!

o A more strategic approach to downtown parking 

management was requested by the Downtown Billings 

Business Improvement District Board of Directors.

o Plan was developed with input from a variety of 

sources: 
 International Parking Institute

 International Downtown Association

 Progressive parking programs in Montana and other western states

 Support from industry experts



From Invisible to 

Extraordinary!

Moving parking from “non-event” to competitive advantage.



Get Engaged!

New Delhi, India - “The Festival of Colors”

Why just observe a local event when you can immerse 

yourself in it!



Customer Satisfaction & Training 

Go Hand-In-Hand

The best parking companies have excellent 
training programs.

American Valet



Example: CCDC Boise implemented a “First Hour Free” 
program to give Downtown a positive parking message 
to promote.

Mission & Philosophy Matter!



Celebrating Accomplishments

The IPI Parking Matters program has done a great 
job of changing the image of our industry.  
Each program should be its own best promoter too! 



Establishing Industry 

Standards

At this 
conference 
IPI is 
launching its 
new 
“Accredited 
Parking 
Organization” 
program.

This 
program will 
help define 
industry 
standards 
and best 
practices. Is your program Accredited?



Branding and Image Management

Creating and 
maintaining a 

positive and 
brand image for 

your parking 
program creates 
a confidence in 

your program 
and promotes 

an image of 
quality and 

professionalism.

http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easysearch.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easysearch.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easypay/index.asp
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easypay/index.asp
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easypay/EasyParkViolationDispute/violations_dispute.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easypay/EasyParkViolationDispute/violations_dispute.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easygreen.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easygreen.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easyflicks.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easyflicks.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easyrider.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easyrider.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easyaccess.aspx
http://www.easyparkvancouver.com/easyaccess.aspx


Know Your Customers –

Offer them Perks!

Sometimes it’s 
the little things 
that customers 
remember.

Expectant 
mothers have 
plenty on their 
minds. Finding 
a premium 
parking space 
reserved for 
them can leave 
a lasting 
impression.



Retail Support Strategies

Downtown 
retail is under 
extreme 
pressure from 
on-line entities 
such as 
Amazon.

Progressive 
parking 
programs find 
ways to 
improve the 
odds for 
retailers.

Creating Competitive Advantage



Holiday Specials & Customer 

Appreciation Days

Programs that 
focus on 
customer 
appreciation 
such as the 
“Your Lucky 
Day” promotion 
can help support 
downtown 
retailers during 
peak sales 
period. 



Thanks for Shopping Downtown!

Creative and 
collaborative 
programs 
between parking 
and downtown 
management 
districts can 
make customers 
feel valued and 
appreciated.

Creating Competitive Advantage



How Easy Can We Make Parking?

Encourage 
Your 
Downtown 
Customers 
to wander!

Drop you car 
at a variety 
of locations 
and have it 
delivered to 
wherever 
your 
customers 
end up!

Creating Competitive Advantage



Embrace Technology - Improve 

Customer Experiences

From “Hands Free 
Access” via AVI 
Technology to parking 
guidance systems to 
mobile apps, today we 
have many opportunities 
to overcome common 
parking frustrations



Don’t Forget Your Manners!

Again, 
back to basics!

Saying 
“Welcome” 
and 
“Thank You” 
never goes 
out of fashion.

Creating Competitive Advantage



Knowing Your Customer’s 

Changing Preferences

As Tastes 
Shift, Food 
Giant General 
Mills Gets a 
Makeover

Why Millennials Are Ditching 
Cars And Redefining Ownership

Ripped straight from the 
headlines…



Alignment with Community Goals

Example:

Boulder, CO 
has 
embarked on 
an aggressive 
“Access 
Management 
and Parking 
Strategies” 
(AMPS) 
project to 
align their 
program with 
larger 
community 
goals.

Know your Audience



Alignment with Community Goals

Example:

• “Walking 
Audits”

• Coffee 
Shop 
Talks

• Interactive 
Social 
Media 
Platforms

Know your Audience



Customer Service as a Program 

Priority
Focusing on 
the 
experience of 
our 
customers 
and providing 
the services 
and products 
that they 
need and 
value is 
changing how 
parking is 
perceived.



Another Type of “Accessibility”

How 
accessible 
and attentive 
are you to 
your patrons?

Listening and 
offering 
flexible and 
creative 
solutions can 
change 
perception of 
your program 
in a dramatic 
way.

Casting is Critical



What’s Your Program’s 

“Personality”?

While we don’t 
often think in 
these terms, it 
is interesting 
to consider 
how your 
customers 
would 
characterize 
the 
“Personality” 
of your 
program?



Paying for Memorable Experiences 

When is a 
hotel room 
more than a 
hotel room?

When it is an 
experience 
in an of 
itself!

Work as Theatre, Business as a Stage



Making Experiences Personal

Work as Theatre, Business as a Stage

Look for ways to 
personalize your day-to-
day customer interactions.



Parking Retail Storefronts

Changing the 
perception of 
parking 
operations 
begins with how 
we interact with 
our customers.

Adopting a 
“retail 
approach” is a 
growing trend.

Work as Theatre, Business as a Stage



Strategic 

Communications Plans

More and more 
parking and 
transportation 
organizations 
are creating 
specific 
“Strategic 
Communications 
Plans”.

Script the Pre-Show



Dark, Dull & Dangerous or 

Bright, Clean & Welcoming

The parking 
industry is in 
the midst of a 
radical 
transformation.  

Positive first 
impressions 
and improved 
patron safety 
are becoming 
paramount.



Integrated Access and 

Downtown Marketing

Linking access 
strategies to 
dining, 
shopping, 
events and 
other 
attractions 
highlights the 
importance of a 
positive access 
experience.



Parking Promotions

Parking 
marketing 
and 
collaborative 
promotions 
help shape a 
more 
positive 
image for 
parking 
programs.



Design and Placemaking 

Matters!

When is a bridge 
more than a bridge?



Design and Placemaking 

Matters!

Or a parking garage more 
than a place for temporary 
vehicle storage?



Incorporating Art as a Defined 

Program Element

There are 
hundreds of 
opportunities 
to turn the 
functional into 
the inspiring 
or memorable.

Examples 
include:
• Creative 

Bike Racks
• Bus Shelters 
• Utility Boxes



Incorporating Art as a Defined 

Program Element

The Missoula 
Parking 
Commission 
incorporated a 
significant and 
interactive 
public art 
element into 
their award-
winning 
parking 
structure 
project.



First Impressions Matter!

Adopting the 
“30’ Rule” 
regarding 
facility 
entrances is 
an effective 
strategy to 
keep a focus 
on how your 
program is 
perceived.

Set the Stage



Attention Grabbers!

Rock Star 
Parking!

Creative 
attention 
grabbing ads 
can highlight 
special 
program 
offerings.



Infographics!

Infographics can be an effective tool to tell your program’s 
complex story in a simple, understandable format.



Simple Things Matter

Attention to 
detail is a 
large part of 
“Setting the 
Stage”.

Small 
things like 
rusting 
bollards 
can ruin the 
image you 
are trying to 
create.



Annual Reports

Most 
Fortune 500 
companies 
produce 
Annual 
Reports.

Parking 
Programs 
are 
beginning 
to do the 
same!



Keep Your Customers Informed

Avoiding 
negative 
cues such 
as 
unexpected 
closures or 
changes in 
rates is 
important.

Becoming a 
trusted 
resource 
brings 
customers 
back!



Lighten Up and Brighten UP!

Parking 
garages don’t 
have to be dull 
and gray!

In addition to 
enhancing the 
interior 
environments 
of our 
facilities these 
graphics 
provide 
valuable 
orientation 
and 
wayfinding 
benefits.



Memorable!

Creative 
signage and 
graphics stick 
in the mind 
and help 
promote 
memorable 
experiences.  

While not all 
of us have as 
rich a set of 
memorable 
resources as 
Universal 
Studios, we 
can all spice 
up our 
facilities in 
creative ways.



Safety is a Serious, But We Can 

Still Have Fun With It

While there are 
some aspects of 
parking that are 
more challenging 
than others 
(such as safety 
and enforcement) 
that doesn’t 
mean we can’t 
have a little fun 
with them.



When the Mundane is 

Memorable!

Unique 
touches can 
make the 
functional, 
memorable!

A simple 
hand rail in a 
parking 
garage stair 
tower can 
become the 
conversation 
at the water 
cooler the 
next day!



Who says Parking can’t be 

Green (Literally)

Its amazing 
what an 
impact adding 
a little 
“Greenscape” 
to a parking 
environment 
can do!



Parking Garage as a Canvas for 

Creativity

Level theming 
& wayfinding 
are important 
functional 
elements of 
parking, but 
they can also 
be an 
opportunity to 
engage local 
artists and 
change the 
perception of 
your facilities.



Jazzed Up Pedestrian Pathways

Providing 
connectors 
from one 
point to 
another can 
be purely 
functional OR 
it can me truly 
memorable!



Dramatic Lighting

The creative 
use of lighting 
can be both a 
dramatic and 
cost effective 
tool for 
“setting the 
stage” in your 
facilities!



Post Show Follow-up

Beyond quality 
food and great 
service, Roy’s 
Hawaiian 
Fusion 
restaurant has 
become a 
favorite because 
of their special 
promotions and 
“encore 
follow-up”.



In Summary

• Parking is uniquely positioned to provide 
competitive advantage to the businesses 
and communities we support.

• Understanding parking as pre-show and 
post-show – extensions of a primary 
experience – will help maximize 
effectiveness.

• Script a performance that is tailored to 
your audience.

• Use the tools of theatre – sets, props, 
costumes, and performers.



Dennis Burns, CAPP


